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nine years since developmentofthe ARPANETwasbegun.
I. INTRODUCTION
Meanwhile, computer hardware has come down in price draS ITS NAME IMPLIES, alocal area network is adata matically, giving rise to environments where, within a sin&
communication network, typically a packet communibuilding or a small cluster of buildings, there may be one or
cation network, limited in geographic scope.’ A local more large mainframe computers along with a numberof miniarea network generally provides high-bandwidth communica- computers, microprocessor systems, and
other
intelligent
tion over inexpensive transmission media. This paper discusses devices containing microprocessors. Local area
networks
what local area networksare,theirstructures,the
sorts of evolved to meet the growing demand for high data rate, lowprotocols that are used with them, and their applications. It cost communication among these machines.
also discusses the relationship of local area networks to long2 ) Geographic Scope;Economic and TechnicalConsiderahaul networks and computer system 1 / 0 buses, as well as the tions: Fig. 1 illustrates the geographic scope spanned by longimpact of these networks on the field of computer communi- haul packet networks, local area networks, and computer syscations today.
tem busses.
Long-haul
packet
networks
typically span
distances ranging from meters’ to tens of thousands of
A . Components of a Local Area Network
kilometers (for intercontinental packet networks);
bus strucLike any other data communication network, a local
area tures used in computer systems range from those of micronetwork is composed of three basic hardwareelements:a
processor systems, which can be as short as 1-10 cm, to those
transmission medium, oftentwistedpair,
coaxial cable, or
used in large-scale multiprocessorsystems, which can be as
fiber optics; a mechanism for control of transmission over the
much as 100 m in length. As Fig. 1 indicates, local area netmedium; and an interface to the network for the host computworks span distancesfrom several metersthrough several
ers or other devices-the nodes of thenetwork-that
are
kilometers in length.
connected to thenetwork.Inaddition,local
area networks
The firstlocal area networks evolved inenvironmentsin
share with long-haul packet communication networks afourth
basic element: a set of software protocob, implemented in the which the distances t o be spanned by the network were within
host computers or other devices connected to the networks, the.range of inexpensive high-speed digital communication
which control the transmission of information from one host technologies. Today, the relationship has been turned around,
or device to another via the hardware elementsof the network. so that the distance range of local area networks is governed
These software protocols function at various levels, from low- by the distance over which these inexpensive techniques can
level packettrtlnsport
protocols to high-level application be used. The result is high-data-rate networks in which the
protocols, and are an integral part of both local area networks cost of transmission and the cost of control of transmission
is very low compared to the costs associated with traditional
and their close relatives, long-haul packet communication networks. This combined hardware-software approach t o com’Long-haul packet communication network technology has been used
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Conventional Packet communications networks, not limited in geographic scope, are referred t o in this paper as “long-haul” networks.

in environments that could be served more effectively, and at Lower
cost, by local area networktechnology. This local area use of longhaul network technology, indicated by the shaded area of Fig. 1, is
due to the fact that long-haul packet communication technology has
been available commercially for several years, while local area network
technology has not.
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Fig. 1. Geographicrange of computer communication networks and
1 / 0 buses. The shadedarea of the long-haul network bar indicates
the distance range for whichthat technology has been used in the past,
but which could be better served, in both cost and performance, by
emerging local area network technology.

data communication networks, providing some unique opportunities conventional longhaul networks do notafford.
For long-haul networks, the cost of communication is high.
Wide-band common carrier circuits, satellite circuits, and
private
microwave
links are expensive. Longhaul packet
communication
networks
commonly
employ
moderately
expensive
(i.e.,
50 000-dollar)
minicomputers
as packet
switches to manage and route traffic flow to make the most
effective use of the network communication links, delivery of
packets t o their proper destinations. Thegeographic characteristics of local area networks yield economic and technological considerations that are quite different. Inexpensive,
privately owned transmissionmedia can be used. For example,
simple twisted pair can support point-topoint communication
in the 1-10-Mbit/srangeover
distances ontheorder
of a
kilometer between repeaters. Coaxial cable, such as low-loss
CATV cable, can support either point-to-point or broadcast
communication at similardata rates over comparable distances.
Typically, base-bandsignaling is used to place digital signals
directly on the medium, rather thanby modulation of a carrier.
Because the hardware needed to drive and control these transmission media is inexpensive, there is little motivation or need
to employ computing power to make the most effective use of
the available bandwidth. On the contrary,
it is quite reasonable to provide additional bandwidth, or to use a greater fraction of the existing bandwidth, if by doing so some other network cost-either hardware or software-can be reduced.
3 ) New Opportunities: The economicand technical characteristics of local area networks engendernew applications of
networking techniques and provide some unique opportunities
to simplify traditional networking problems. Many of the constraints that lon&haul networks impose on models of communication over a computer network are not present in local
area networks. One example is broadcastcommunication,
such as that used in the Distributed Computer System developed at the University of California at Imine [ 11 .
The high-bandwidth and .low-delay attributes of local area
networksmake possible distributed multiprocessorsystems
utilizing the sort of information sharing between processors
commonlyassociatedwithmultiprocessorsystemssharing
primarymemory. Localarea networks canalsobeused
to
provide a central fide system for a group of small computers
which do not have their own secondary storage; it is even

possible to use such a central file system, accessedover the
local areanetwork,forswapping
or paging-an application
made especially attractive by the fact that the cost
of local
area network interface hardware for a typical minicomputer
can beless thanthecost
of a”floppydisk”
driveand its
associated controller.
The high bandwidth of local area networks can be exploited
to simplify the control structure of communication protocols
by removing any motivation to minimize the lengthof control
or overhead information in a packet. Fields of packet headers
in local area networks can be arranged to simplify the processinginvolvedin
creating or interpreting the packetheader,
using as many bits as are necessary. There is little need t o use
“shorthand” techniques often found in the protocols of longhaul networks which necessitate additional table lookups by
the receiver of a message. Simplicity also extends to other
aspects of local area network protocols, such as schemes for
allocation of network bandwidth, flow control, and error detection and correction.
It should be emphasized that local area networks are not
an off-the-shelf, plug-in panacea for all local area computer
communication needs. For the distance range over which they
operate, the technology of local area networksholdsthe
promise of doing forcomputercommunications
what the
hardwareinnovations of the last five years have done for
computingpower:they
can bringdownthe
cost of highbandwidth communication andmake possible newapplications.
But they cannot by themselves solve the “software problem,’’
for with low-cost hardware, thecosts of software development
will dominate the cost of any system development using local
area network technology.
C. Interconnection with Other Networks
While some local area networks nowinuse or under construction are “stand-alone” networks, not connected to other
networks, the trend
is toward interconnection of local area
networks withlong-haul networks.
Interconnection can be motivated either by economics or
simply by the needs of users of the hosts of a local area network. For example, a local area network can provide an economical means of connecting a numberof hosts within asmall
area to one or more long-haul packet networks. The savings
thus obtained is most obvious in the situation where a number
of local host computers are to be connected to more than one
long-haul network; each computer, rather than being directly
connected to every network (an “M-by-N problem”; see Fig.
2(a)), can be connected only to the local area network, and
one host (called the gateway) can be Connected between the
local area network and each of the long-haul networks (Fig.
ab)). This cost savings can be worthwhile even in a situation
in which local hosts are to be connected only to a single longhaul network, for two reasons; first, host
interface hardware
for local area networkscan be lessexpensive than that for
long-haul networks;and,second,onlya
single port to the
longhaul network, rather than one port for each local host, is
required.
Examples of motivation for interconnection based on users’
needs are as follows.
a) A computer-based mail system,inwhich
messages to
and from users of the several hosts of a local area network can
be exchanged via a long-haul network.
b) Access to specialized computing resources, occasionally
required by the hosts of a local area network but too expensive
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connecting together the components of a single computer system;
it is difficult to imagine a computer continuing t o perNetwork 2
form any sort of useful action in the absence of its bus. In
contrast, a network is understood t o connect together a number of autonomous nodes, each capable of operating by itself
in the absence of the network.
I ) Defensiveness: This philosophical distinction manifests
itself in the management and control strategies of a network,
which are far more defensive than the equivalent strategies of a
(a)
bus are required to be. For example, the reliability issues surrounding a bus are somewhat differentfrom those surrounding
a local area network. While both should be reliable, it is usually
not critical that a bus continue to work if one if one of the
devices attached to ithas failed;it is usually acceptable to have
the system halt momentarily until the failingdevice can be
manually disconnected from the bus. In contrast, it is presumed that a network will continue to operate despite arbitrary
failures of one or more nodes.
The handling of traffic overloads is another example of the
defensive nature of a network. One must anticipate, when
designing a network, that independently initiated transfers will
-Network
occasionally demand more bandwidth than the network has
available, at which time the network itself must mediate gracefully between these conflicting demands. There is usually no
such concern for a computer bus. The problem of insufficient
capacity on a computer bus t o transfer all the information re(b)
Fig. 2. The “M X N Problem” and a local area network as one solution
quired is generally solved by reconfiguration of the hardware
to it. In (a), each of three hosts at a particular site is t o be connected
of the system, or through useof a different programming
to three long-haul networks; each host must implement thecomstrategy.
munication protocols for, and be equipped with a hardware interface
to, all three networks; there may be nine different interfaces and nine
2 ) Generality: The intended generality of a computer bus
protocol implementations in all. In (b) each host needs onlyone
and a network is a second philosophical distinction between
hardware interface and oneprotocolimplementation;the
gateway
the two. For example, the protocols that control communicamachines each handle communication between one long-haul network
and the local area network.
tion on a local area network are often designed with the explicit intention thatmessages can be exchanged between a local
to maintain locally; they can be accessed by users of local area network and a long-haul network, an idea that is usually missing
network hostson a fee-for-service basisvia a long-haul network. from the addressing and control structure of a computer bus.
c) Communication between local area networks maintained For another example, networks usually transmit variable size
by a company at each of its maor locations.
messages, while buses often transfer single, fixed-size words.
The interconnection of a local area network t o a long-haul
Another sort of generality that serves to distinguish a bus
network presents problems, as well as benefits. At some point, from a network is the nature of the interface that each provides
the protocols used within the local area network must be made to the nodes attached t o it. A computer bus often has a specompatible with those of the long-haul network(s). Compati- cialized interface, oriented towards the addressing and control
bility can be achieved either by adopting the protocols of a architecture of a particular computer. A network, on the other
long-haul network for thelocal area network, or by performing hand, usually attempts t o provide an interface equally suitable
appropriate protocol transformation on messages as they pass for a wide variety of computers and other devices. In this rethrough the gateway. Care must be taken with the former ap- spect, the interface is often less efficient than a bus interface,
proach t o ensure that needed capabilities of the local area net- but is easier t o implement for arbitrary devices. Fraser dework are not sacrificed for the sake of ease‘ of the network in- scribes one plausible specification for a general network interterconnection. These issues are discussed in greater detail in face [ 21.
Section VI of this paper.
3 ) Minor Distinctions: Current realizations of networks and
busses suggest other differences which are much less relevant.
11. WHY ISN’T A LQCAL AREANETWORKMERELY A
Busses are often even more “local” than our definition of a
“BIG Bus”?
localarea network. A computer bus is often highlyparallel,
A . Distinctions Between Local Area Networks and Computer with separate control, data, and address lines; networks tend
Busses
t o carry this information serially over a single set of lines. On
One distinguishing feature of local area networks is the geo- the other hand, the idea of a computer bus which is completely
graphic restrictions that permit them to utilize low-cost but serial is veryattractive in the design of microprocessor systems,
very high-bandwidth transmission media. That characterization both t o reduce component pinout and to eliminate problems
can also apply to thebus structure of a computer. How, then, of skew on parallel lines.
is a local area network different froma “big bus”? The signifi- B. The IEEE Instrumentation Bus as a Border-Line &se
cant differences are not, as one might initially expect, topologThe IEEE Instrumentation Bus [31 is a good example of a
ical, technological, or geographic. Rather, the distinction is a communication medium that lies on the boundary between a
philosophical one. A computer bus is usuallyconceived as network and a bus. In certain respects, this bus resembles a
Authorized licensed use limited to: IEEE Xplore. Downloaded on December 15, 2008 at 13:06 from IEEE Xplore. Restrictions apply.
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local area network, since it has a general interface capable of
Node
interconnecting a variety of instruments and computers, each
of which operates with a certain degree of autonomy. Philosophically, however, the Instrumentation Bus is indeed very
much a bus,since its specification is clearlybased onthe
assumption that all of the devices connected to a particular
busare intended to operate harmoniously as one system to
perform asingle experiment underthe control of one particular
experimenter. The experimenter, not the busitself, is expected
to ensure that the capacity of the bus is not exceeded, and to
detect and remove failing nodes which disable the bus. Also,
the addressingstructure of the InstrumentationBus, as defined,
is not extendable, so that the idea of connecting several of
these busses together to make a larger network is difficult to
realize. This limitation on addressing may prove a hindrance
Fig. 3. Unconstrained topology. Each node receiving a message must
to experimenters who wish to use the Instrumentation Bus as
make a routing decision t o forward the packet to its fmal deatination.
a component of a larger interconnected array of computers
and experimental equipment.

111. TOFQLOGIESAND CONTROLSTRUCTURESFOR
LOCAL AREANETWORKS
The introduction of this paper identified three hardware
components of a local area network: the transmission medium,
a mechanism forcontrol,and
an interface to thenetwork.
This section will discuss the first two of these, which together
provide the lowest-level functionality of thenetwork,the
ability to movemessages from place to placein a regulated
manner.
A . Network Topology
Networktopology is thepattern of interconnection used
among the various nodes of the network. The most
general
topology is an unconstrained graph structure,withnodes
connectedtogether inan arbitrary pattern, as illustrated in
Fig. 3. This general structure is the one normally associated
withapacket-switchednetwork;its
advantageis thatthe
arrangement of the communication links can be based on the
network traffic. This generality is a tool for optimizing the
use of costly transmission media,an idea which is not germane
to local area networks. Further, this generality introduces the
unavoidable cost of making a routing decision at each node a
messagetraverses.
A messagearriving ata nodecannot be
blindly transmitted out of all the other linksconnected to that
node, for that would result in a message that multiplied at every
node and propagated forever in the network. Thus each node
must decide, as it receives a message, on which link it is to be
forwarded, which implies a substantial computation at every
node. Since this general topology is of no significant advantage in a local area network, and does imply a degree of complexity at every node, local area network designers have identified a variety of constrainedtopologieswithattributes
particularly suited to local area networks. We shall consider
three such topologies: the star, the ring, and the bus.
1 ) The Stm Network: A star network, illustrated in Fig.
*a), elimiaatestheneed
for eachnetworknode
to make
routing decisionsbylocalizing
all message routing in one
central node.This
leads to a particularly simple structure
for each of theothernetworknodes.Thistopology
is an
obviouschoice if thenormal pattern of communication in
the network conforms to its physical topology, with a number
of secondary nodes communicating with one primary node.
Forexample,the
star is an obvioustopology to supporta
number of terminals communicating with a time-sharing sys-

Fig. 4. Examples of constrained topologies. (a) The star. (b) The ring.
(c) The bus.

tem, in which case the central node might be the time-sharing
machine itself.
If, however,thenormal pattern of communication is not
between one primary node and several secondary nodes, but is
instead more general communication among all of the nodes,
then reliability appears as a possible disadvantage of the star
net. Clearly, theoperation of thenetworkdependson
the
correct operation of the centralnode,which performsall of the
routing functions, and must have capacity sufficient to cope
with all simultaneousconversations.Forthese
reasons, the
central node may be a fairly large computer. The cost and difficulty of making the central node sufficiently reliablemay
more than offset any benefit derived from the simplicity of
the othernodes.
2 ) Ring and Bus Networks: The ring andbustopologies
attempt to eliminate the central node on the network, without
sacrificing the simplicity of the other nodes. While the elimination of the central node does imply acertain complexity at
the other nodes of the net, a decentralized network can be
constructed with a surprisingly simple structure of the nodes.
In the ring topology, illustrated in Fig. 4(b), amessage is passed
from node to node along unidirectional links. There are no
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and back into its shift register. At the moment when the message is again contained in the register, both message and register can be simultaneously removed from the network. If this
technique is not used, or if the message is damaged and does
not return intact back to its original sender, it is necessary to
wait forthenetwork
to become idle before removing the
buffer from the network.
Theperformancecharacteristics
of the register insertion
technique are ratherdifferentfromthose
of the previously
discussed techniques, since thetotal delay encounteredin
thenetwork
is variable, and dependsonthenumber
of
messages currently being sentaroundthenet.Further,a
message to be sent is inserted in front of, rather than behind,
B. Network Control Structures
a message arriving at a node. One analysis [ 81 indicates that
the register insertionnetworkmay,undercertain
circumBoththe ring networkandthebusnetworkintroducea
problem, not immediately apparent in the star net,
of deter- stances, have better delay andchannelutilizationcharacmining which node may transmit at any given time. The teristics than either the control token ormessage slot strategy.
mechanism for control, the second component of the network The register insertion strategy is complex, however, especially
as listed intheintroduction,performs
this determination. in the technique for removing the register from the network
This task is not difficult in the star network; either the central when the transmitted message does not return.
The register insertiontechnique was initially described by
node has sufficientcapacity to handlea message for every
node simultaneously, or it may poll each of the other nodes in Hanfer et al. [91, in a paper that discusses a variety of operating modes that can be achieved using this technique. In the
turn to determine if that node wishes to transmit. Both the
ring and the bus topology, lacking any central node, must use initial description of the Cambridge Network [ 101 , register
some distributed mechanism t o determine which node may use insertion was proposed as a controlstrategy, because it ensured
afair share allocation of networkbandwidth. Since anode
the transmission medium at any given moment.
1 ) DaisyChain,Control
Token, and Message Slots: There that has transmitted one message cannottransmita second
are a varietyof control strategies suitablefor the ring topology, until the first message has passed completely around the ring,
basedon the general idea that permission to use the net is and the node has removed its register from the network, every
passed sequentiallyaroundthe ring fromnode to node. In other node has a chance to send one message before a given
what is often called a daisy chain network, dedicated wires are node may transmita second. However, circulating message
used to pass the control information from one node t o the slots were finally chosen as thecontrol mechanismof the
next. Alternatively, the control information may be a special Cambridge Network. Slots, if suitably employed, ensure fair
bit pattern transmitted over the regular data channel of the share allocation, and the slot mechanism reduces the number
ring. For example, the network for the Distributed Computing of components whose failure can disrupt network operation,
System uses an 8-bit control token that is passed sequentially since there is no buffer in series with the net. Thus the slot
aroundthe ring [41. Any node,upon receiving thecontrol
scheme seemed more reliable. The register insertion technique
token, may remove the token from the ring, send a message, is currently being usedas the control strategy in the Distributed
and then pass on the control token. A third strategy for ring Loop ComputingNetwork (DLCN) described by Liu and
control is to continually transmit around the network a series Reames [ l l l .
3 ) Contention Control: A bus topology also requires a deof message slots, sequences of bits sufficient to hold a full
centralized control strategy. One very simple control strategy
message. A slot may be empty or full, and anynode,on
noticing an empty slot passing by, may mark the slot as full that has been used for bus networks is contention. In a conand place a message init.Thisstrategy
was described by tention net, any node wishing to transmit simplydoes so.
Pierce [ 51, and has been used in the Cambridge Net [6] and Since thereis no control or priority,nothingpreventstwo
in the network described by Zafiropulo and Rothauser [ 71. nodes from attempting to transmit simultaneously, inwhich
This technique is not completely decentralized,since one node case a collision occurs, and both messages are garbled and
presumably lost. The contentioncontrolstrategydepends
must initially generate the slot pattern.
on the ability of a node to detect a collision, at which point
2 ) Register Insertion: Another control strategy particularly
suited for the ring topology is called register insertion. In this it waits a random amount of time (so that the same collision
it message.Assuming
technique, a message to be transmitted is first loaded into a wiU not recur),andtkenretransmits
shift register. The network loop is then broken and this shift that networktraffic on the average consumes onlya small
register inserted in the net, eitherwhen the net is idle or at the percentage of the available bandwidth,thenumber of collipoint between two adjacent messages. The message to be sent sions and retransmissions will be reasonably small. The essenis thenshifted out onto thenet while any message arriving tial local area network characteristic of inexpensive bandwidth
during this period is shifted into the register behind the mes- makes this strategy well suited to a local network. The bandsage being sent. Since the shift register has then become an width wasted in order to keep the channel utilization low is a
active component of the network, no further messages can be small price to pay in return for the very simple mechanisms
sent by this node until the register is switched back out of the that must be implemented at each node: a timer capable of
ring. This can only be done at amoment when there is no generating a random distribution,and some means of detecting
useful messagz inthe register. One obvious way to remove collisions.
A variety of strategies havebeenused to detect collisions.
the register from the network is to allow the message transThe first use of a contention packet networkwas the ALOHA
mitted by the node to pass all the way around the network

routing decisions to be made in this topology;the sending
node simply transmits its message to the next node in thering,
and the message passes around the ring, one node at a time,
until it reaches the node for which it is intended. The only
routing requirement placed on each node is that it be able to
recognize, fromthe address inthe message, those messages
intendedfor it. Similarly, inthe bus structurepictured in
Fig. 4(c), there are no routing
decisions required by any of
the nodes. A message flows away from the originating node
inbothdirections
to theends of the bus. Thedestination
node reads the message as it passes by. Again, a node must be
able t o recognize messages intended for it.
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Net [ 121, not a local area network, but a network using radio
transceivers to connect together computer terminals to a computer center on the
island of Oahu. The techniques for detecting a collision in this network was very simple: the transmitting node started a timer when it transmitted the message,
and if an acknowledgment for the message had not been received when the timer expired, the message was retransmitted.
The disadvantage. of this collision detection scheme is that it
leads t o a very low theoretical upper limit on the percentage of
channelcapacity whichcan be utilized without causing the
network to overload with retransmissiontraffic [ 131.
A strategy which greatly increases the maximum effective
transmission capacity of the network is to listen before transmitting, which changes the whole pattern of network operation. A collision will now occur only if two nodes attempt t o
transmit at nearly the same instant, because if one node has
started sufficiently in advance-of the other so that its signal
has propagated over thetransmission medium to that other
node. the other node will hear that signal and will refrain from
transmitting.
A further embellishment of this idea is to listen, while transmitting as well. This permits colliding nodes to detect the collision much more promptly than if they detected the collision
only by noticingtheabsence
of an acknowledgment. This
strategy not only reduces the delay caused by a collision, it
makes the transmission medium available sooner, as well, since
colliding nodes can cease transmitting as soon as they detect a
collision.The strategy of listening while transmitting is not
suitable for terrestrial radio, because the transmitter overloads
the receiver, but is quite reasonable when' transmitting over
wire or cable. This strategy is used in the ETHERNET, developed at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center [ 141.
C. Combinations of Topology and Control Structure
We have identified three network topologies: the star, the
ring, and the bus topology, and three control strategies: ring
control,contentioncontrol,and
centralized control. It is
important to note that any control strategy can be used with
any topology. Several interesting combinations are described
in the following paragraphs.
A variation on the use of a control token, suitable for a bus
topology, is described by Jensen [ 151. Every node is provided
with a list of the order in which each may send, since the bus
itself imposes no natural order. A specialsignal on the bus
causes every node to move to the next entry on the list. The
node named by that entry may send a message if it. has one,
after which it must in turn send the special signal. A mechanism is required to recover synchronism should one or more
nodes miss the special signal, so that the lists get out of step.
This scheme has the interesting advantage that some interfaces
can be entered in the list more often than others,so that they
receive a larger proportion of the bandwidth.
A bus topology using a daisy chain ring control strategy is a
common means of implementing a computerbus. An example
is the UNIBUS architecture of the Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-1 l [ 161.
A ring topology controlledby a contentionstrategy produces
a network withsome very promising attributes,being explored
in an experimental contention ring currently under development at the Laboratory, for Computer Science. of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In a bus topology contention network, collisions mostcommonlyoccurimmediately
following the end of a message, for at that moment all of the

nodes that have refrained from transmitting during the previous
message simultaneously attemptto seize the bus. Ina ring
topology contention net, the unidirectional flow of messages
from node to node provides a natural ordering of all nodes
wishing to transmit at the end of a previousmessage. Thus
thecontention ring will experienceamuchlower
collision
rate for a givendegree of channel utilization. Further, in a
contention ring it is veryeasy to implement the concept of
listening while transmitting in order to detect collisions
promptly. One wayof operatinga ring topology is for the
transmitting node to place the message on the ring and also
to remove the message fromthe ring. The message flows
all the way around the ring; it is not removed by the recipient.
A collision is detected when a transmitting node discovers that
the message it is removing from the ring is different from the
one it is sending.
It is also possible to devise a ring network with centralized
control. Such a networkwas proposed by Farmer and Newhall
[ 171 ; the SPIDER network, described by Fraser [ 181 also has
this structure. Line control protocols such as SDLC [ 191 use
centralized control to regulate both a ring topology and multidrop line, a topology that somewhat resembles abus.
D. Reliability Characteristics of Ring and Bus
The chief motivation for the ring and the bus topology was
to avoid a potential reliability problem with the central node
of thestar.
Reliability considerations arise bothfromthe
topology and the control
strategy of the network. The contention control strategy has an inherent reliability advantage
over the ring control strategies described above, for in any ring
control strategy there is some entity, be it a control token or
an explicit signal on a wire, which is passed from node to node
to indicate which nodecurrently has the right t o transmit.
The control strategy must always take into account the possibility that a transient error will destroy this entity. For example, a control token may be destroyed by a noise burst on the
transmissionmedium.Therefore,any
ring control strategy
must be prepared to restart itself after a transient error by regenerating the permission to send and bestowing it uniquely
uponone of thenodes.Unfortunately,withacompletely
decentralized control strategy, it is very difficult to determine
with certainty that the control entity has been lost, and it is
even more difficult to decide which node should take it upon
itself to recreate. the control entity. Thus one must either use
some sort of contention scheme to deal with error recovery,
as is done in the Distributed Computing System network, or
have a single node provide a centralized mechanism
for restart,
as is done in the Cambridge Network.
Incontrast,almostanytransient
failure in a contention
controlnetwork has exactlythe same effect as a collision,
and is thus dealt with automatically. If a message is garbled
it must be retransmitted, but no long-term failure of the network results. This is one of the veryappealing attributes
of the contention control strategy. On the other hahd, contention control does require that therecipient detect a garbled
message, and be able to request a retransmissionif the original
transmitter has for some reason
failed to discover that the messagewas garbled. Thus higherlevel protocolsmustprovide
mechanisms which ensure reliable recovery. In fact, attention
to reliability at higher levels is required regardless of the control strategy of the network; this is not a particular disadvantage of the contention strategy.
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The topology of a network, as well as its control strategy,
influences its reliability. The ring topology requires that each
node be able to selectively remove a message from the ring or
pass it on to the next node. This requires an active repeater
at each node, and the network can be no more reliable than
these active repeaters.The active repeater must also play a
role inimplementingthecontrolstrategies
used on a ring,
foralmostwithoutexceptionthecontrolstrategiesdepend
on the ability of a node to modify a message is it passes by.
For example, in the control token strategy,
the token is removed from the network by modifying its last bit as it passes
by, so that it is no longer recognized as a control token. Thus
there can be a significant amount of logic at each node whose
failure disables the network. The repeater portion
of a ring
networkinterfaceshould,therefore,
be made very reliable,
with areliable power supply,
to reduce its probabilityof failure.
In the Cambridge Network, repeaters are powered from the
ring, so that the network is immune to loss of local power at
any node. Another technique that enhances the reliability of
the network is to provide a relay at each repeater that can
mechanically remove it from the network in the event of a
failure, including a local power failure.
The bus topology, on the other hand, does not require the
message to be regenerated at each node. The bus is a passive
medium,with each node listening. A node can fail without
disrupting the bus so long as it fails in a manner that presents
a high impedance to the bus. A busnetworknode that is
designed to operate in thisway is described later in this section.
This analysis suggests that a network constructed with a bus
topology could be more reliable than one constructed with a
ring topology. While both have active elements whose failure
can disrupt the network, the bus components must fail in a
particular way, so as to driveand disruptthe bus, whereas
almost any failure of the ring repeater will disable the ring.
However, not all the reliability issues favor the bus topology.
If,forexample,the
transmission medium is subjected to a
catastrophic disruption, such as a lightning strike or an errant
cross connection to the power Lines, one can expect all electronic components connected to the medium t o be destroyed.
In the case of a ring, this will be one set of line drivers and one
set of receivers. In the caseof the bus, every node may be
damaged. While in both cases the net will be disabled, the bus
may require much longer to repair. Practical experience, although somewhat limited and not well reported in the literature, suggests that with care both topologiescan be made
sufficiently reliable that the possibility of failure can essentially
be ignored in a practical system. Thevarious factors previously
discussed may tend to favor a passive bus or an active repeater
design in some particular case. However, we believe that the
most significant factor in hardware reliability
is the quality
and care in the engineering design. In this context it is worth
noting that certain design problems present in a bus do not
arise in a ring (Several such problems are discussed in the case
study of a bus interface in the next section.). Thus it may be
somewhat easier to design a ring than a bus.

E. Patterns of Data Flow;Addressing
So far we have identified three criteria for choosing one of
the three constrained network topologies: simplicity, reliability, and the need for a network control strategy. There is one
additional criterion of importance-the patterns of data flow
that each topology will support. Message flow in the arbitrary
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graph structure discussed at the beginning of thissection is
inherently point-to-point. That is, a message inserted into the
network flows over some subset of the available links and is
routed to some eventualdestination. There is an alternative
pattern, in which any message placed in the network is automatically broadcast to all nodes, each node examining the
address on the message and copying it as appropriate. Aswe
will discuss later, many applications of a local area network
can benefit greatly from theability to sendmessages ina
broadcast mode. Thus there is an advantage to a topology that
naturally supports broadcastat the low level.
The bus topology is inherently a broadcast medium,as there
is no way to selectively route a message along the bus. The
ring topology can either be used in a point-to-point mode or a
broadcast mode. In the point-tepoint mode, the message is
transmitted around the ring until it reaches the recipient, who
then removes it. In broadcast mode, the message passes completely around the ring and is removed by the original sender.
The star configuration, also, can operate as either a point-te
point or a broadcast network.
The possibility of operating anetwork in the broadcast mode
raises the question of what addressing mechanism is used on
the network to identify the recipient of a message. The simplest addressing strategy, a pre-assigned, wired-in, fixed size
address for each node, is easily implemented, but precludes the
use of multidestination addressing. Instead, it forces all entities
communicating over the network to be aware of the low-level
routing of messages. An alternative to fiied addressing is asse
ciative addressing, so called because the address recognition
mechanism in a node’s network interface is implementedusing
an associative memory.Inthe
simplest form of associative
addressing, each interface contains a setof addresses for which
theinterface is adestination.Attached
to abroadcastnetwork, the interface listens to each packet as it is transmitted,
and picks up those packets that are addressed to one of the
addresses contained inthe interface. A multidestination packet
can be sent by using an address recognized by several interfaces.
It is also possible to move adestinationfromonenode
to
anothertransparentlywith this scheme. These features may
be used t o great advantage in the design of distributed system
software, as discussed by Mockapetris and Farber [ 201. Two
disadvantages of this scheme are 1) itsimplementation requires
more complex address recognition hardware containing hostloadable memory for the addresses, and 2) it is more difficult
to determinethe
cause of failure whenmessages
are not
delivered.
Mockapetris has designed a more general associative addressing scheme [ 21 I that allows host interfaces t o match subfields
of the message destination addressagainst subfields of addresses
contained in the host interface name table. For example, see
Fig. 5. Host A will receive all messages addressed t o destinations with the first four bits zero. Host B wiU receive all messages with the first two bits zero, and the fifth bit one. The
additional power gained by this scheme is the ability t o specify
large classes of destinations with asmall amount of memory in
the interface.
The comparison of point-topoint and broadcast transmission
ina ring topology raises theinterestingquestion of how a
message is removed from the ring. In a point-topoint mode,
each node must examine the message before deciding whether
to remove it. Thus each node must buffer enough of the message to see the destination address before passing the message
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One promising candidate for local area data transmission is
cable television(CATV) technology. CATV makes tremenI
I
I dous bandwidth available; its wide-spread utilization tends to
make CATV system components low in cost. In many cases,
mask
Name
CATV may already be installed, and a network can
be produced
Table
using some of thechannels of theexistingequipment.The
name Entry
MITRE Corporation has developed MITRIX, a CATV network
with a bus topology and centralized control
(221, and an al7
ternative with decentralized contention control[ 231.
1
I
... . .
Fiber optics is another promising candidate for local area
Name
Table
data
transmission. Transmission of signals for a small number
.....
I
of kilometers (but significantly longer than possible using wire
I'
I
or cable) using bit rates between 1 and 20 Mbit/s appears t o be
a fairly simple task for fiber-optic technology; other characI,
I
teristics of optical fiberssuch as their high noise immunity and
.....
jmask Name
inherent
groundisolation
make thetechnology even more
Table
tempting. However, transmission using fiber-optic technology
is inherently unidirectional, which seems to eliminate the bus
I
I
I topology at the present time. An interesting and challenging
problem is the design of a high-speed bus topology contention
Fig. 5. Name Tables for Host Associative Addressing. Zero8 in host A's
tint name table entry's mask select the fuat four bits of destination network using fiber optics as the transmission medium.
addresses for comparison. Destination addresser whose f m t four bits
Radio broadcast has been demonstrated for a local network
match the tint entry's name are thus accepted by host A. Zerosin
using
packet switching [24]. Other ideas hare even been sughost B's first name table entry's mask select the f m t , second, and fifth
gested such as communication between computers using light
bit for comparison.Destination addresser of the form OOXXlXXX
* are thus accepted by host B.
signals reflected off a mirrored ceiling or a blimp. In general,
the physical transmission medium fora local area network
on. Considerable delay will be introduced by that buffer unless should be reliable, simple, inexpensive, high-speed, noise-free,
a special addressing technique is used whichallows this decision and physically robust. It should also be easy t o install, mainto be made in 1-bit time. In contrast, it is possible to build a tain, and reconfigure. There is room for further creativity in
broadcast net in which the message can be removed without this area.
examining it first. In the network for the Distributed
ComIV. THE NATUREOF HOSTS AND THEIR INTERFACES
puting System, there is one control token, so there is one message on the network at any time. Thus a transmitting node
The hardware of alocal area network is keyed t o high
knows that the next message it sees will be its own, and can performance at low cost. In adecentralizedlocal area netremove it without examination. In the Cambridge Network, work, the interface hardware associated with a host generally
several message slots circulate on the net, so the transmitting provides all the transmission control and address recognition
node must do something slightly more complicated to deter- circuitry that is required. Because of the desire t o connect
mine which slot contains the returning message t o be removed. low-cost minicomputer and microprocessor systems to local
In fact, the technique used is t0 count the number of slots area networks, there is a good deal of motivation to make the
going by. When the correct number has passed, the next slot host interface hardware as inexpensive as possible. Ultimately,
is marked as empty.3 Again, no buffering is required. In a good portion of a host interface for a local area network
fact, if techniques such as this are used for message removal, could be implemented as a single lars-scale integrated circuit
it is possible to build a network in which the only delay at (LSI) chip.
each node is due t o gate propagation delays.
A . Hardware Structure o f a Host Interface
F. Tkansmission Media
Generally, the host interface hardware for a network
may be
Most local area networks now in use or being designed use viewed as having two parts: a network-oriented part that perbit-serial transmission over either coaxial cable or twisted pair. forms whatever transmission controlfunctionsarerequired
The geographic limitations of local area networksare precisely for the network, and a host-specific part that fits into theI/O
those encountered when attempting to send high-speed digital structure of a particular type of host computer and controls
and thenetworkinformation over such wire or cable. The goal of simplicity the exchange of databetweenthehost
has led to the use of baseband signaling, the simplest class of oriented portion of the interface.
The simple architecture and control structures of local area
modulation schemes, as the means of encoding data. Thus if
one is interested inachieving the highest bit rates orthe longest networks aid in reducing the complexity and cost of the
distances, one will choose coaxial cable because of its more network-oriented portion of the interface. However, the situauniform impedancecharacteristics. On the other hand, it is tion can be quite different for the host-specific portion of the
much easier to splice new nodes in between twoexisting nodes interface, as microprocessorsystems,minicomputers,
and
if a twisted pairis used.
large-scale systems present a wide range of I/O interface complexity. Interfaces for microprocessor systems tend to be the
'To determine the total number of slots in the ring,each node makes least complex, because of the simple bus structures of microuse of a unique pattern occuring only once on the sequence of slots
circulating on the ring, counting the number of slots between arrivals processor systems, and the availability of LSI peripheral interof this pattern.
facecircuits.
Large-scale systemstend to requirethemost
Host A NameTable

Host

NameTable

I

1-

7

1

-
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complex
interfaces,
as one might expect.Interfacesfor
work. We shall now examine a particular local network interminicomputersystemstend
to be morecomplexthanone
face, both to see how the various design issues were resolved in
might expect at first glance, largely due to theneedfora
the particular unit, and
to gain an overall perception of its
“direct-memory access” type of interfacerequired
by a complexity. Our example is the Local Network Interface, or
high-bandwidth peripheral device, which thehostinterface
LNI, orjginally developed atthe University of California at
for a local area network
is.
INine and now being used as part of the local area network
under development at the Laboratory for Computer Science
B. Approaches to Attachment of aHost to a Network
Over theentire rangeof computersystems,from
micro- of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology [ 241. This interface can be made to operate a control token ring network, a
processors to large-scale systems,there is littledifference
between thecomplexity of thehost-specificportion
of an contention ring network, or a contention bus network with
interface for a localarea network and for a long-haul network. only small modifications. These varied capabilities will enable
With the reduced complexity of the network-oriented portion us t o perform experiments comparing these different network
of a local area network interface, and the low cost of trans- controlstrategies in the same operationalenvironment. By
mission medium of a local area network, domination
of the examining the modifications needed to achieve each of these
cost of attachment of a host computer to a network shifts operationalmodes it is possible to perceive the similarities
from network-related costs, in the case of long-haul network, and differences requiredto support eachof them.
I ) Host-SpecificPart: Thestructure of thelocalnetwork
to host-related costs, for a local area network. This shift has
two major effects: first, it becomes practical-that is, econom- interface (LNI) follows the general plan outlined in Section
ically justifiable-to connect microprocessor systems to a net- IV-B above, comprising ahost-specific part and anetworkwork, and, second, it causes those responsible for the attach- oriented part. The first implementation of the LNI is for a
ment of large-scale hosts to a local area network to examine Digital EquipmentCorporation PDP-11 minicomputerhost;
therefore,thehost-specificportion
of theinitial LNI is a
their approach very carefully.
One approach to theinterfacing oflarge-scale systems to full-duplex direct memory access (DMA) interface connected
long-haul networks that has become popular among those who to the PDP-11UNIBUS [ 161. With this interface,the LNI
do not wish to develop specialized hardware interfaces (until can transfer data to or from the memory of the PDP-11 withpacket network interfaces become standard offerings of large- out theintervention of the processor. Althoughthere are
scale system vendors) or modify vendor-supplied operating simpler forms of I/O interfaces for the PDP-11; namely, prosystem software is to interconnect a packet network
t o the grammed I/O and interrupt-driven I/O, the data rate of the
LCS Network (initially, 1 Mbit/s, with an eventual goal of
system via a front-endprocessor, ‘usually aminicomputer,
which has an appropriate packet network interface and which 4-8 Mbitls) requiresa DMA interface t o ensure thatthe
connects to the large-scale host system in a way that mimics PDP-I 1 processor will be available for tasks other than serastandardmethod
of attachment to thesystem, such as a vicing data transfers to and from the LNI.
a ) Registers: A PDP-11 full-duplex DMA interface is a
group of remote interactive terminal lines, or a remote job
entry (WE) port. With such an attachment, the hostis usually surprisingly complex device. As implemented for the LNI, it
registers directly addressable by thePDP-I1
limited to utilizing only that portion of the network’s func- containsten
processor,
including
two
16-bit
and two
18-bit
counter
tional capabilities which correspond t o those of the standard
registers:
attachment being mimicked. This front-end approach is less
satisfactory for attachment of a local area network t o a largeCommand
scale host, for, although alarge-scale host system may be even
status
better able t o utilize the high data rate offered by the local
Transmitted Data
area network than a minicomputer or microprocessor, actual
Received Data
data rates available through standard interfacesmimicking RJE
Transmit Address (lower 16 bits)
or interactiveterminalports are meager by comparison.In
Transmit Address (upper 2 bits)
addition, the protocols and applications used with and enviReceive Address (lower 16 bits)
sioned for local area networks are
less well matched to standard
Receive Address (upper 2 bits)
interactive and WE ports than are those of long-haul packet
Transmit Byte Count
networks.Inshort,
more of the potential of thelocalarea
Receive Byte Count.
network is lost through front-ending.
The Transmitted and Received Data Registers allow the LNI
Although development of specialized hardware and software
to
be used in an interrupt-driven or programmed 1/0mode for
to interface a large-scale host system to a local area network
testing
purposes. The Command Register is a path t o flip-flops
may initially be the more expensive path to follow, it is likely
in the network-oriented portion of the LNI which controls its
to be the most fruitfulinthe long run; for, withproperly
operation;settingbitsin
the Command Register initializes
designed interface, the high-speed local area network and the
transmission
of
messages
over
the network, enables receipt of
large-scale host system are particularly well matched. Such an
interface is virtually a necessity in applications in which the messages, etc. Similarly, the Status Register is a path t o fliplarge-scale host serves as a central data repository, as a special- flops in the LNI which indicate the success, failure, or other
ized orcentralizedinformation
processing resource, or in status of the LNI.
b ) Input/output transuctions: In a typical DMA transactightly coupled distributedprocessing systems.
tion. the PDP-11 processor loads the memow address of the
C. Case Study of aLocal Network Interface
first-byte to be transmitted into the Transmit Address register,
We have discussed a number of alternatives for the topology, and loads the Transmit Byte Count Register with the number
control strategy, and interface hardware
of a local area netof bytes to be transmitted. The processor then sets a bit inthe
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Command Register to initiate a transmit operation. The DMA
interface requests memory cycles of the PDP-11, transferring
data bytes fromPDP-11 memory into afirst-in-first-out (FIFO)
buffer in the LNI. Once the buffer is full, further transfers
from the PDP-11 take place only when actualtransmission
over the network has begun, as data are shifted out of the
FIFO buffer. The setup of the DMA for receipt of data from
the network is similar: the Receive Address and Receive Byte
Count Registers are set, and the LNI enabled for input. Data
are transferred into the PDP-11 only when a message addressed
to this network host begins to arrive. Good programming practice suggests that an input operation should always be pending, and, unless complex 1/0 buffer strategies are used, the
input byte count register should be set to permit receipt of a
messageof the maximum expected length (a
“full packet”).
A DMA operation terminates either when the byte count goes
to zero, or upon a signal from the network-oriented portion
of the LNI (e.g., a complete received message contained fewer
bytes than the maximum initially set in the Byte Count Register). Terminations are generally signalled to the PDP-11 via an
interrupt, although interruptsmay be inhibited, under the control of a bit in the command register.
c ) Advantages of fill-duplex operation: The full-duplex
nature of the interface makes it possible to initiate a transmit
operation while a receive operation is pending. This is important for a network interface, especially a local network interface, as the receiver of a messagehas no control overwhen
that message will arrive. A host may initiate a transmit DMA
operation, with the network-oriented portion of the interface
awaitingan opportunity to begin actual transmission of the
message over the network, when a message may arrive on the
network addressed to that host. If the host cannot perform a
receive DMA transaction while thetransmitoperation
is in
progress, the message addressed to the host will be lost (unless
the network-oriented portion of the interface can buffer entire
messages).
d ) Interfaces for other host computers: The PDP-11 DMA
interface described here is typical of the host-specific part of a
local area network interface for minicomputers, and for some
microprocessorsystems as well.DMA
interfaces for microprocessors are availableas LSI chips, although theyare generally
half-duplex interfaces, and two would be required for the fullduplex operations described here. Later versions of the MITUCILNI
will providehost interfaces forthe PDP-10 and
LSI-11; the PDP-10 interface will be a program-interrupt, I/O
bus interface, while the LSI-11 bus interface willbesimilar
to the PDP-11 UNIBUS interface described here.
2 ) Network-Oriented Part: Like any interface for a local
area network, the network-oriented portionof the LNI (shown
in Fig. 6) performs four basic functions:
1) Control of trammission: It observes transmissions on the
network, determiningwhen it may send amessage of its own.
2) Controlofreception:
It observestransmissions on the
network, looking for incoming messages. Incoming messages
addressed to this host are transferred to the host-specific portion of the interface.
3) Addressrecognition:
Itdetermineswhether
ornota
message detected by theinterface is addressed to this host.
4 ) Signal conditioning: It provides appropriate transformations between the logic-levelsignals of the interface and
signals appropriate to thenetworktransmissionmedium.
Examples are: differential voltage signals ontwisted
pair;
bipolar pulses on coaxial cable; light pulses on optical fibers.

I
data to host
HOSt.SPCCIfIC Portlo”

controlondstolus

0
mtcrfoce to host

Fig. 6. Block diagram of the Local Network Interface (LNI). The five
major components described in thetext are separated by dashed lines;
the Signal ConditioningSection appears in two parts, at the upper
left and upper right. The arrows depict data flow; control, vwted in
theRogrammed
Logic Arrays (PLA’s) of theinput
and output
machines, is not indicated.

In the LNI control of transmission and control of reception
are each achieved with a sequential state machine composed
of astatecounter,field-programmable
logic array (FPLA),
header field length and datalengthcounters,and
programmable read-only memories (PROM’s) which serve as constant
tables providing the lengths of header fields. Theactions
taken by these machines, and their sequence, .wbe changed
byreprogramming
the FPLA. Thelengths of the various
fields of a packet header can be changed by reprogramming
the constant table PROM’s. The initial versionof the LNI
implements a ring network similar to the original UC-Irvine
DCSring network. WhenanLNI is not transmitting a message, it serves as a repeater, retransmitting, one bit-time later,
each bit it receives. It recovers clock from the incoming signal
and synchronizesits transmit clock to therecovered clock.
When thetransmissioncontrol
section of the LNI hasa
message to send, it waits for the passage of the control token,
a particular bit pattern, on the ring. Since the LNI introduces
only one bit-time of delay into the ring, the token detector
circuit must itself be a small sequential machine. The transmission controlsection inverts the last bit of the token to
transform itintoa
connector which indicates to each LNI
on the ring that a message follows. The transmission control
mechanism then ceases repeating bits it hasreceived,and
instead transmitsitsown
message. Thetransmit clockis
decoupledfrom the recovered clock, and the transmitting
LNI sets the timing of the ring.
The output machine of the transmissioncontrolsection
of the LNI follows each field of the packet header as it is
transmitted, noting in particular the length field of the packet.
After all the data of the packet have been transmitted, the
output machine outputs a 16-bit cyclic redundancy checksum
(CRC) followed by a match/accept field and a new control
token. While this is taking place, the inputmachine of the
receptioncontrol
section is following the message,which
has traveled around the ring and returned to the transmitting
LNI. It verifies the received checksum, as it would for any
message it would receive for this host, and passes the received
checksum to the output control machine, to verify that it is
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identical t o the onetransmitted.
This, together with the
fact thattheinput
machine detectsextraneous tokens,or
connectors appearing inthe middle of a message,provides
a means of detecting ring errors due to faulty LNI's which
may havebegun to transmit a message without waiting for
a token.
When the LNI is not transmitting a message of its own, the
input machine monitors data arriving on the ringandpasses
them to the output machine t o be repeated. When the token
detectordetects a connector, theinput machine begins to
follow the fields of the message. The destination address
fieldsarepassed, a bit at a time, to the address recognition
section of the LNI. In addition, the reception control section
of the LNIassembles the bits into8-bitbytes
and passes
them to a FIFO buffer. When the entire destination address
field has been received, the address recognition section indicates whether or not the message is for the host. If it is, the
input machine signals the host specified part of the LNI that
the data in the FIFO maybepassed to the host; if not, it
clears the FIFO and does not load subsequent data bits into
the FIFO.
The input machine compares the checksumwhichfollows
the data of the receivedmessage with the checksum it has
computed; checksum errors are reported to the host, if the
messagewasaddressed to the host. Following the checksum,
the machine modifies the match/accept bits to indicate that
the messagewas'received.
Neither the checksum nor the
match/accept bits areplaced into the FIFO to bepassed to
the host.
The address recognition section of the LNI is a sophisticated
associative memory name table [ 2 1] which can be loaded by
the host. It is an essential element of the UC-Irvine Distributed Computing System concept, in which the name table is
loaded with the names of processes currently located in the
host. The LNI name table, and the destination address fields
of packets on the ring, contain masks as well as names, to
facilitate the addressingofclasses
or groups ofprocesses.
From the point of view of the LNI as an example of a local
network interface, the name table contains more sophistication than is necessary: it could be replaced by a simple mechanism which recognizes a single address, either wired into the
unit or encoded in a PROM.
With either the name table or the single address recognizer,
address recognition is done on a bit-by-bit basis,since that
is how thedata are presented tothe address recognition
circuit by the reception control section. The address recognition circuit indicates to the reception control section, after
all the address bits have been processed, whether the address
fields match-whether the message is addressed to this host.
The signal conditioning section of the LNI is quite straightforward; a simplifiedversion of it is shown inFig. 7. The
transmission medium of the ring network is a shielded twisted
pair; differential signals are placed on the pair by the transmitter of one LNI, and current flow on the pair is detected
by high-speed optocouplers placedacross
the pair atthe
next LNI, which also serve t o terminate the pair. Two optocouplers are used, connected across the pairin
opposite
directions, one todetectcurrent
flow in each direction.
During the fust half of each bit-time, the transmitter output
driving each side of the pair is low, so that no current flows
in the pairand
neitheroptocoupler
turnson; during the
second half of thebit-time
onetransmitteroutput
goes
high if the value of the data bit is 1, and the other goes high

transrnztted

to neat LNI
rransrnltted
Clock
transmit
enoble

shleld
twisted pair

+$;E
(a)

recelved dota

from
prevlous

LNI

-

apticolly
caupledrecelvers

recelved clock
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Fig. 7. Simplified schematic diagram of the Signal Conditioning Section
of the LNI.(a) The transmitte-rcircuit. (b) The receiver circuit.

if the bit to be transmitted is a 0. Thusthe direction of
current flow in the pair during the second half of a bit-time
indicates the value of the data bit; the current
flow is detected
by one or the other of the optocouplers, one coupler turning
on t o indicate a 1, and the other turning on to indicate a 0.
The couplers drive a simple latch, the outputof which presents
recovered data to the reception control section of the LNI,
with a half-bit-time of delay. The logical OR of the outputs
of the two couplers yields the recovered clock: 0 for the
half-bit-time the pair is quiesient, and 1 for the half-bit-time
during which there is current flow on thepair.
3) Modifying the LNI for Other Types of Networks: The
claimwas made earlier in this section that the structure of
the LNI was representative of the structure of interfaces for
various types of local area networks, and that the LNI could
readily be modified t o operate either a contention bus network or a contention ring network. We now investigate how
this canbe done, tofurther illuminate the nature of local
area network interfaces.
Little change needs t o be madein the host-specific part
of the LNI, as the nature of data interchange with the host
remains the same. Different types of networks may require
somewhat different command bits, or report different status
bits, but, since the most of the bits of command and status
registers of the host-specific part of the LNI are but paths
to and from flip-flops in the LNI's network-oriented portion,
these changes have little impact on the host-specific part of
the LNI.
The several sections of the network-orientedportion of
the LNI are affected t o varyingdegrees.Least
affected is
the address recognition section; its functionremains the same:
t o examine the bits of the address field of an arriving message
to see if it addressed to this host. Although the DCSring
network and the LNIhavebeendescribed
intheliterature
as containing a name table associative memory, andcontention bus networks such as the Xerox PARCETHERNET
as having a fxed address recognition
havebeendescribed
mechanism, these are design decisions based on the intended
initial applications of the network technology, ratherthan
choices dictated by the natureof the technology itself.
The changes made t o the transmission control section
of the LNIare the most illustrative. In the ring network
previously described, the LNI output machine section must
wait for a token to pass before initiating the transmission
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of a message. In a contention bus or contention ring network,
theoutput machine may transmit only when the network
is quiet. The “token present” signal is replaced by a “network
quiet” signal.In
the ring network, the reception control
section signals the transmission control section if itdetects
another token in the midst of its receipt of the message the
transmission control section sent; this has its analogue in the
collision detection capability of the contention network. In
both cases, the LNI must abort transmissionof its message
and take corrective action. In the ring networkthis is an
error condition, an exception; more than one control token
is present in the ring. In the contention network, a collision
is an expected event. Both situations can be handled by the
LNI reporting the event t o host software, which can attempt
t o restart a token on the ring,in the ring network case, or
apply a retransmissionbackoffalgorithmin
the contention
network case.
A better solution for the contention network is to modify
the transmission control section to execute a simple retransmissionbackoffalgorithminhardware.
This requires that
the entire message remain accessible to the transmission control section without host intervention. TheFIFO buffer
cannot beusedin
thissituation; a complete packet buffer
which is not erased until the messagehasbeensuccessfully
transmitted is an appropriate alternative.
Two features of the ring network LNI’s transmission control section are not needed inthe contention bus network
version: the data repeater which passes bits from the receive
sideof the LNI t o its transmit sidewhen the LNI is not
transmitting a message,
and
the token generator which
places a new token or connector onto a quiescent ring.Of
course, the. connector is a brief sequence of bits, and there
is no good motivation to delete itfrom the beginningof
messages transmittedbythecontention
bus version of the
LNI. In fact,retention of the connector atthe headof a
messageresultsinfewerchanges
totheinput
machine of
the LNI. It can use itstoken/connectordetector
to signal
the beginningofan incoming message. Its function remains
the same, forthe most part;extraconnectors
detected in
the middle of a message indicate a collision, just as they do
forthe ring network version.However,in
thecontention
bus network, because bits are not repeated from one LNI
t o another, there is no way to set the match/accept bits for
the benefit of the transmitting LNI,and the match/accept
field of the message cannot be used.
The signal conditioning section of the LNI undergoes an
interesting transformation. For a contention ring network,
of course, the signal conditioning section remains the same.
However, for a contention bus network, the logiclevels of
the LNI must be converted t o appropriate signallevelsand
waveforms for the coaxial cable of the bus. This is done in
a two-step process. First, a cable transceiver is added to the
configuration. To minimize impedence mismatches,reflections, etc., the transceiver is located immediately adjacent
to the network cable, and is often packaged separately from
the LNI!
It is connected to the cable either directly, or via
4This has becomecommon practice in local area networking; the
networking transmission medium is generally nor brought intothe
racks, equipment bays,etc., o f a host computer where it wouldbe
subject t o accidental disconnection and other physical abuse that
could disrupt the entire network. Instead, theconnection point for
ahost is designed to be physically stable: a box on the wall,
above
a false ceiling, etc.
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Fig. 8. A typical bus transceiver. The opto-isolators and isolated power
supply permit the driversand receivers to be referenced t o cable
ground; the cable, in turn, is grounded at only one point along its
length, eliminating problems that would result if each transceiver tied
the cable t o local host ground.

a short stub cable attached to the main cable via a tap. Second, since the transceiver is located adjacent to the network
bus cable, and the LNI is located next t o its host, an appropriate transmission scheme must beselected
to span the
intervening distance. For distances up to 30 ft or so, “singleended” drivers and receivers wil suffice. For better reliability,
greater distances, or both, differential signals over a shielded
twisted pair can be used-just
as in the transmission medium
of the ring network itself. So, the signal conditioning section
of the original LNI can be modified to interconnect the LNI
and the cable transceiver.
4) The Cable Transceiver: The care takenin the design
of a cabletransceiver
for a contention bus network will
strongly influence the overallreliability
and performance
of the network. Therefore, we conclude our case studyby
examining a hypotheticalcontention bus cabletransceiver,
shown in Fig. 8, that is similar t o one designed and built for
the CHAOS Network at the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory; it is typical of transceivers built for various contention
bus networks.
The cable transceiver performs the following functions:
1) transmission (cable driving);
2) reception;
3) power and ground isolation;
4) collision detection;
5) transceiver fault detection (“watchdog”).
The first three of these constitute part of the signalconditioning function described previously.
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The basic design principle of the transceiver is that it must
present a high impedence to the bus except when it is transmitting and actually driving the bus. This is essential to the
operation of the contention bus network; a large number of
receivers on the bus must notpresentimpedencelumps
or
in anyway
interferewith
a transceiverwhich
is actively
transmitting.
The receivermust be able to detectandproperly receive
signals from the most distant point on the bus; in addition,
it must be able to detect a colliding signal while its companion
transmitter is itself driving the bus. This requirement impacts
the choice of an encoding scheme fordata transmitted on
the bus. A number of data encoding schemes can be used, all
of which require that the transmitterbe able to place the
transmission medium in two distinctstates. At first glance,
it might seem that three states could be used: the quiescent,
high-impedence state, to indicate that no transmission is in
progress,and two activedriver states,for example +V and
- V . However, with two active driver states, when twoor
morenetwork
nodes attempt to transmit simultaneously,
the cable will be driven to different voltage levels at different
points. This has two effects. First, it places a severe load
on drivers. Second, it makes the detection of a colliding
signal more difficult than it needs to be. On the other hand,
if the transceiver drives the cable to some voltage to represent
one signaling state, and represents theother signaling state
by not driving the cable, the problemof overloaded drivers
is eliminated, and the task of collision detection is greatly
simplified. Collision detection is accomplished looking at
the bus during the transmitter's quiescent state. Anysignal
present during that time must come from another transceiver,
and constitutes a collision. The transceiver can detect an
incomingsignal with 20-dB attenuation, which corresponds
to about 1 km of the particular cable used.
The transceiver must be able to cope with ground potential
differences at the various network hosts. Isolation isaccomplishedbyhigh-speed
optocouplers andan isolated power
supply which enables the major circuit elements of the transceiver to be referenced to cable ground,ratherthan
local
host
ground.
Finally, the fault detection, or watchdog
circuit examines theoutput of the driver to guardagainst
transceiver failures whichdrive the bus and disrupt the network. The signaling states usedby the transceiver result in
the driverbeing quiescent approximately50percent of the
time; if the driver remains on steadily for several bit-times,
it is deemed to be faulty, and the fault detector disconnects
its power, which, of course, returns the driver toits highimpedence state.
5 ) Complexity of theLocal
NetworkInterface:
In its
present form,the LNI comprises about 350 TTL SSI and
MSI integrated circuits, apportioned as follows:

the capabilities of current large-scale integration. As the
field of local area networking matures, and standardsare
arrived at, it is likely that integrated circuit manufacturers
will add local area network controllers t o their product lines,
to take their placealongside other LSI data communication
chips which are already available,making high-performance
local area network technology available at a very reasonable
cost.

v. PROTOCOLSFOR &
A
LAREA NETWORKS
As in long-haul networks, local area networkprotocols
can
be
divided
intotwo
basic
levels-low-level
protocols
andhigh-level protocols. At each level, the characteristics
of local networksimpacteffects
onprotocol designand
functionality.

A. Low-Level Protocols
Theterm low-level protocol identifies the basic protocols
used to transportgroups of bitsthrough the networkwith
appropriate timeliness and reliability. The low-level protocols
are not aware of the meaning of the bits being transported,
as distinctfrom higher level application protocols that use
the bits to communicate about remote actions. Two aspects
of local area networks have a very strong impact upon the
designoflow-level
protocols. First, the high performance
achievable purely through hardware technology enables the
simplification of protocols.
Second, low-level protocols
must be designed to take advantage of and preserve the special
capabilities of local networks, so that these capabilities can
be .utilized, in turn, byhigherlevel
application protocols.
We will explore these two issues in this section.
I ) Simplicity: Local area networks must support a wide
variety of hosts, from dedicated microprocessors to large
time-sharing systems. The existence of extremely simple
hosts (such as microprocessor-based intelligent terminals,
or even microprocessor printer controllers) leads to a desire
for simple, flexible, low-level protocols that can be economically implemented on small hosts, while not compromising
the performance of large hosts. Supporting a variety of hosts
also leads to a difficult software production and maintenance
problem that can be ameliorated somewhat by having a
protocol that is simple to implementfor each new kind of
host. Although quite a variety of hosts has been attached
to long-haul networkssuch as the ARPANET, the problem
of software development has not been too severe, since each
individual host in such environments usually has a software
maintenance and development staff. In the local area network
context where a variety of computers are all maintained by
a smallprogramming staff, the arguments for simplicity in
protocol design are far stronger in our view.
In a long-haul network, complexity results from strategies
that attempt t o make as much of the costly network bandwidth as possibleavailable for transport of high-level data.
PDP-I 1 full-duplex DMA
100
Thecosts of a local area networkareconcentrated instead
Name
controller
25table
in the host interfaces, the hosts themselves,and their softName table cells (8 provided)
90
ware. Two factors lead to the simplicity oflow-level local
Network-oriented
120
portion
area network protocols.
Test and diagnostic
15
a) Unrestricteduse of overhead bits: Bandwidth is inexpensive in a local area network; there is little motivation
Total
to be concerned with protocolfeatures designed to reduce
the size of the header or overhead bits sent with each message.
The count of 120 chips for the network-oriented portion of This is in contrast to protocols developed for networks making
the LNI, excluding the associative name table, is well within the more conventional assumption that bandwidth is expen'
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sive. For example, the ARPANET NCP host-tehost protocol
[26] initiates a connection using a 56-bit (net, host, socket)
identifier for the destination, but then goes through a negotiation so that instead of sending this 56-bitvalue on subsequent messages, a 32-bit (net, host, l
ink)value can be sent
instead. It is not clear whether this conservation of bits is
appropriate even in a long-haul network; in a local area network, where bandwidth is inexpensive, it is clearly irrelevant.
Other examples of ways in which extra header space can be
used to simplify processing include:
1) having a single standardheaderformatwith
fields in
fixed locations, ratherthan having optional fields or
multiple packet types; field extraction at the host can
be optimized, reducingprocessing time;
2) usingaddresses that directly translate into addressesof
queues, buffers, ports, or processes at the receiver without tablelookup.
b ) Simplified flow control,etc.: The low transmission
delay inherent in local area networks, aswell as their high
data rate, can eliminate the need for complex buffer management, flow control, and networkcongestioncontrol mechanisms. Consider,forexample, flow control:theproblemof
assuring that messagesarriveat
the recipient atthe rate it
can handle, neither too fast, so that its buffers overflow, nor
too slow, so thatit must wait forthe next message after
processing the previous one.Inalong-haulnetwork,a
receiver typically allocates to thetransmitterenoughbuffer
space for severalmessagesfollowing
theonecurrentlyprocessedby
the receiver, so that messagescan be placed in
transit well beforethe receiver is ready to process them.
Considerablemechanism is required to keep the sender and
the receiver properly synchronized under these circumstances.
In a local area network, the delay will typically be low enough
for a much simpler flow control mechanism to be employed.
Forexample,one
canuse the verysimple strategy of not
sending a message until the recipient has explicitly indicated,
by a message in the other direction, that it is ready for it.
In contrast,anetwork
using communication satellites has
such a high transmission delay that very complex predictive
flow controlalgorithms mustbeused
to obtainreasonable
data throughput.
It is crucial to understand that other factors may obviate
these simplifications. While thedata rate and delay characteristics of a local area network can render it essentially
instantaneous,its speed cannoteliminate the intrinsic disparity that may exist between the capabilities of two hosts
that wish to communicate with each other. These disparities
may notshowup
when thetwohosts
are communicating
throughalong-haulnetwork
whose characteristics are so
constraining thatthe principal problem is dealing with the
restrictions of tlienetwork.
While protocolsfor local area
networks need notinclude
mechanismsdesigned
to cope
with the limitations of the network itself, it is still necessary
to design protocolswith sufficient generality t o copewith
disparities betweenthe capabilities of machines wishing to
communicate through the network. Such disparities include:
1) mismatch between the rate at which hosts can generate
and absorb data;
2) host delay between the time a packet is received and the
time itis successfully processed and acknowledged:
3) amount of buffer space available at the sender and the
receiver.
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in rcceluer
already
translt buffers
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data
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V//AY///////A

mechanism for
slgnalllng
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Fig. 9. Theurgent pointer mechanism. By transmitting a new, larger
value of the urgent pointer, a pointer into the data stream, a sender
can indicate the data bufferred in the sender, network, and receiver
are holding up data that must be processed quickly. The receiver can
then adjust his use of the data stream flow control t o process the
bufferred data until the urgent data is processed. The shaded area indicates the location of potentially urgent data specified by a particular
urgent pointer value.

Further, considerable effort may be required to modify host
software to providea suitable interface tothenetwork.
If
one were to considerthesimple
flow control mechanism
mentioned earlier,where
a messageis sent in the reverse
direction requestingtransmission ofeachmessage
as it is
needed,one woulddiscover that in many cases the scheme
was unworkable, not because the network introduced intolerable delays, but because the hostscommunicatingwith
each other themselves introduced excessive delay. In a large
hostwithatime-sharedoperatingsystem,
for example, the
real time that elapses from thetimea message is received,
one or more processes are scheduled in response to this message, and that process runs, to the time a message is sent in
response, could well run into a large number of milliseconds,
milliseconds during which the other host is forced to wait.
c) Example of protocolsimplification:
The low-level
protocol initially proposed for the Laboratory for Computer
Science Network at MIT is an example of the sort of protocol
that results when simplicity of mechanism is a primary design
goal. TheDataStreamProtocol
(DSP)wasbased
onthe
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) used in internetworking
experimentssponsoredbythe
DefenseAdvancedResearch
Projects Agency [27], but evolved from original TCP due to
the continuing desire to simplify the protocol features, packet
formats, and implementation strategies. Most of these simplifications have subsequently been incorporatedinto theTCP.
One specific example is the mechanism used to signal interrupts and other urgent messages that are logically part of the
sequence of data in a virtual circuit. The basic model is that
the sender occasionally wants t o signal the receiver that all
data in the stream preceding the signal (buffered somewhere
in thenetwork) mustbe scannedimmediately in order to
respond promptly to some other important signal. A mechanism is provided wherebyapointer into the data stream is
maintained at the receiver,whichcanbe
moved, when the
senderchooses,
to point to amorerecentlytransmitted
pieceof data. This pointer, called the urgent pointer, can
be used to indicate the point in the datastream beyond which
there is no more urgent data. (See Fig. 9.) The urgent pointer
can be implemented in two ways, depending upon the nature
of thehost receiving the message. In the case ofa simple
(e.g., microprocessor) host dedicated to a task that processes
the incoming stream as it arrives, the host need not process
the urgent pointer, since by design,all data, urgent or not,
are processed as quickly as possible.In contrast, on a large
time-sharedhost,dataneed
not be processed until either
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a) the process to receive the data is scheduled and requests
input,or b)theurgentpointerpoints
t o datanotalready
received by the process. In case b) an interrupt is sent to
the receivingprocess,
indicating thatdatashouldbe
read
and processed untiltheurgentpointer
is past. The corresponding mechanism in TCP required that a host be capable
of understanding and responding to a special interrupt signal
in the data stream, even if the signal had no meaning to the
host in its particular application of TCP. The urgent pointer,
then, is a simple mechanism that meets the needs of sophisticatedhostimplementationswithout
placing
an
excessive
burden on unsophisticated hosts.
2) Special
Capabilities:
The other aspect of
low-level
protocols for local area networks to be discussed is the manner
in which protocols must be structured to take advantage of,
and provide to higher levels, the unique capabilities of local
networks.Conventional
low-level protocols haveprovided
afunction best characterized as a bidirectional stream of
bits betweentwocommunicatingentities-a
virtual circuit.
The virtual circuit is implemented by a process that provides
sequenced deliveryof packets at the destination. While a
virtual circuit is one important form of communication, two
others easily provided by a local network areveryusefulin
a variety of contexts. These are message exchange communication, where the packets exchanged are not viewed as being
members of asequenceofpacketsbutarerather
isolated
exchanges, and broadcast communication in whichmessages
are sent not to one particular recipient but to a selected subset of the potential recipients on the network.
a) Message exchange: A typical example of a message
exchange is the situation in which one message asks a question
and another provides the answer. For example, if there are
a large number ofservicesprovided by nodes connected to
a local net, it is disadvantageous to maintain, on every node,
a table givingall of the addressesof these, for whenever a
change is made in the network address of any service, every
node’s table will need to berevised.
Rather, it may beadvantageous to maintain, as a network service, a facility which
will take the name of a desired entity and give back its network address. Clearly, thepattern of communicationwith
this service is not one of opening a connection and exchanging a large number of messages, but instead is a simple twomessage exchange,withaquery
of theform‘What
is the
address of such and such a service?” and a reply of similarly
simpleform.
While a virtual circuit could be used for this
exchange, it is unneeded and uses excessive resources.
b ) Broadcast: Theexample
given
above
demonstrates
the need for a broadcast mechanism. If the service described
above is intended to provide the address of network services,
how can we find the address of this service itself? An obvious
solution is to broadcast the request for information.The
querythentakestheform‘Wouldanyonewhoknowsthe
address of such and such a network service please send it to
me?” There are many other examples, some apparentlytrivial
but nonetheless very useful, for support of broadcast queries
in a local network. A microprocessor with no calendar clock
maybroadcastarequest
for the time of day. A new host
attached to the network for the first time may broadcast a
message announcing its presence, so that those who maintain
tables may discover its existence and record the fact. Broadcast mechanisms in the low-level protocols can also be quite
useful in implementing higher level protocols for such applications as document distribution to multiple host nodes, and
for speech and video conference calls.

Why are these alternative models of communicationnot
commonlyfound
in traditional networks?The
first, and
perhapsmostimportant
reason is that long-haulnetworks
have not been extensively exploited for applications in which
computers directly query other computerswith individual,
self-contained queries. Instead, the major use oflong-haul
networks has been for long-term, human-initiated
interactions
withcomputers,such
as direct terminal useof
aremote
computer,orlong-termattachments
of remotejobentry
stations. Such
human
interactions usually
involve
many
messageexchanges between sender andreceiver, so that the
extra delayandcost
of initial setup of a virtual circuit is
insignificant-perhaps evenrecovered byreducingredundant
information in each message. As new applications such as
distributed data base systems become more important, these
alternative models w
l
i becomeimportant in long-haul networks,but
long-lived connectionsbetweenterminalsand
host computers continueto dominate the usage.
The second reason is precisely that discussed in the previous
section concerningthe relative simplicity of protocolsfor
local area networks-a variety of functions performed in conventional networks are very difficult to understand except in
thecontext
of asequence of ordered messages(a virtual
circuit) exchanged betweentwonodes.Forexample,
flow
control is normally handled in network protocols by placing
an upper bound on the number of messageswhichmay be
flowing at any one time between the sender and the receiver.
This concept has meaning only
in the restricted casewhere
the sender and the receiver are a well-identified pair exchanging asequence ofmessages. There is noobvious equivalent
of flow control that can be applied to situations where sender
and receiver communicate by sending arbitrary unsequenced
messages, or where asenderbroadcasts to severalreceivers.
Similarly, if efficiency requires use of the shorthand version
ofan
addressforcommunicationbetween
the sender and
the receiver, this clearly implies thatthe sender and the
receiverhave negotiated this address, andagree
to use it
over some sequence ofmessages.Again,
this idea makes no
sense if communication is isolated in unsequenced messages.
Another problem that is traditionally handled in the context of a sequence of messages is the acknowledgment to the
sender that the receiver has correctly received a message. If
messagesare sequenced, acknowledgment can beveryeasily
done by acknowledging the highest member of the sequence
that has beensuccessfullyreceived.
If
messages
bear no
relationship to eachother,then
each must be identified
uniquely by the sender, and acknowledged uniquely by the
receiver. This increases the complexity and
overhead
of
acknowledgment. However, in most cases
where
message
exchange communication is the appropriate underlying communication model, no acknowledgment mechanism is required
of the low-level protocol at all. For example, if a microprocessor system asks the time of day, it is not at all necessary
to acknowledge that the query has been successfully received;
the receipt of the correct time is sufficient acknowledgment.
Similarly, a request for a network address is acknowledged by
a return message that contains the desiredaddress.Depending ona low-level acknowledgment message to handle all
failures canbe dangerous, for it may lead tothe practice
of assuming that acknowledgment of receipt ofa message
implies that the message was processed at a high level.
In the broadcast context, it is difficult t o formulate a useful definition of acknowledgment that can be supported by
a low-level protocol. What does it mean to say that a broad-
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castmessagehasbeensuccessfullyreceived?
By one of the
possible recipients? By all of the possible recipients? One
appropriate strategy is to rely on the high-level application
to deal with these problems as a part of its normal operation,
ratherthan have the low-level protocolconcern itself with
issues of flowcontrol oracknowledgment atall.
3) Protocol Shucture: Based on the previous observations,
a two-layer structure is a very natural one for low-level protocols in a local area network.Thebottom
layer should
provide the basic function of delivering an addressed message
to its(oneormany)
destinations. This level corresponds
to the concept of a datagram network [28]. Itshould also
takeonthe
responsibility of detectingthata
messagehas
beendamaged
in transit. Tothisendit
may appenda
checksum to a message and verify the checksum on receipt.
However, this layer probably should not take on the responsibility of ensuring that messages are delivered, and delivered
in the order sent, since different applications have different
needs and requirements for these functions. The f i t layer
might be implemented entirely in hardware; however, if the
packet size, addressing structure, or routing topology of the
hardware is not sufficient to provide adequate message size,
processaddressing, or broadcast selectivity, somesoftware
help w
libe needed to make up the difference.
Above this first layer shouldbemade
available a variety
of protocols. Oneprotocolshouldsupporta
virtual circuit
mechanism, since a virtual circuit is definitely the appropriate
model for a great deal of the communication that will go on
in anynetwork, local or otherwise. As alternatives to the
virtual circuit protocol,thereshould
bemechanisms
for
sending isolated messages, for messageexchange communication, and additional alternatives to providesupportfor
message models other than the ones we have discussed here.
Forexample,transmission
of digitizedspeech
requires a
communication model with some but not all of the attributes
of the virtual circuit; in particular, reliability is of less concern than timeliness of arrival.
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can be placed on the local area network and made accessible
to both central machines-an advantage if a device is expensive
and is not heavily enoughloaded to justify having one for
eachcomputer.Further,
1 / 0 devicescan be placed remote
from the central site butconvenient to users; forexample,
a line printer can be placed near a cluster of users.
Thispattern of sharing among several computers canbe
expanded to includemorethanjust
1/0 devices. In fact,
the network can be used to move computationsfromone
machine to another in order to spread the computingload
equally. The high speeds available in the local area networks
make this sort of load leveling much more practical than do
the bandwidths traditionally available on long-haul networks.
2 ) DecentralizedComputing:
A wide variety ofnewuses
for a local area network arises if the computing power available is not strongly centralized. Let us consider the alternative
of a computing environment consisting of a large number of
relatively smallmachines, each dedicated to a small number
of users or a small number of tasks. In the extreme, we can
look to the future and imagine the day when each user has
a computer on his desk instead of a terminal. Such a completely distributed computing
environment
by no means
eliminates the need for an interconnectingnetwork,for
userswill
still need to exchangeinformation.Data
files
containing the results of one person’s computation will need
to be shipped through the local area network to beused as
input to other tasks.Userswillwish
to communicatewith
each other by exchanging computer mail, as isnow done
over the ARPANET [291. Userswill still want access to
specialized resources which cannot be provided to each user,
resourcessuch as largearchival storagesystems, specialized
output devices such as photo typesetters, orconnection
points to long-haulnetworks. All of these features can be
made available through the local area network.
3) Protocol and OperatingSystemSupport:
The applicationsoutlined in the previous paragraph can be supported
by high-level protocols very similar to the onesalready in
existence in the ARPANET: TELNET for logging intoa
remote system through the network, and File Transfer ProB. Applications of Local Area Networks;Higher Level
tocol for exchanging data between machines [261. When one
Protocols
examineshowtheseprotocols
mightbe modified to take
In the previous section we considered low-level protocols advantage of the special attributes of a local area network,
fora local area network.Theseprotocols
exist, of course, for example, its higher speed, one discovers that the problem
to support higher level protocols, which, in turn, support user is not one of modifying the protocols, but of modifying the
operating system of the hosts connected to the network so
applications. In this section wewill consideranumberof
that the services available through the network appear to be
applications forwhich local area networks are suited.
1) Access to Common Resources: The model of computing a natural part of the programming environment of the opermost common over the last few years is that of a large cen- ating system. The File Transfer Protocol in the ARPANET,
tralized computer,with the onlyremotecomponents being for example, is usually madeavailable to the user as an explicit
terminals and, perhaps, a few other 1 / 0 devices. Line control command which he may invoke to move a f i e fromone
protocols such as SDLC [ 191 were created to serve this sort of machine to another. As part of thisinvocationhemaybe
arrangement.A simple but very importantapplication of a required to identify himself at the other machine, and give
local area network is to generalize this picture very slightly explicit file names in the syntax of the local and the foreign
machine, describing exactly what action he wishes to perform.
to include more thanone central computer. As thetotal
This particular view of file transfer has two disadvantages.
workload grows to exceed the capacity of a single machine,
a common solution is to procure a second machine, and to First, there is a lot of overhead associated with moving a file.
Muchof the delay in moving the f i e seen by the user has
divide the applications and workload between the two. The
communication problem to be solved in this arrangement is nothing to do with the time required to send the data itself
simple but critical- to allow an individual terminal to have through the network, but is rather the time spent establishing
access to both of the central machines. A local area network the connection,identifying the userat theother site, etc.
cansolve this problem, and providesomeadditional
capa- Second,the f i e system onthe local computerunderstands
through the
bilities as well. For example, if the central facility has special- nothingabout the existence offilesaccessible
ized 1 / 0 devices such as plotters or microfilm writers, they network. No matter how sophisticated the local file system
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is, in terms of keeping track of the various fdes that the user
cares about, it requires explicit user intervention in order to
reachthrough the network and retrieve a file from another
machine. The use of a high-speed local areanetwork will
not eliminate any of these problems, but will instead make
even more obvious to the user the overhead that the protocol
imposes on the transfer of data. Clearly, what is needed is
a further integration of the local area network into the fde
system and user authentication mechanism of the individual
operating systems, so that interchange of information between
the various machines can he done with less direct user intervention. Some attempts havebeen made to dothiswithin
the context of the ARPANET. RSEXEC is an example of a
protocol which makes fdes on various TENEX operating
systems in the ARPANET appear to the user to exist on a
single machine [301.
The designof
operating system structures to takefull
advantage of the capabilities of local area networks represents the current edgeof research in this area. Examples of
operating systems thatincorporatea
high-speed local area
network into their architecture are the Distributed Computing
System [ 3 11, the Distributed Loop Operating System [ 11 1,
and MINMET [32].

as it adds tothe cost of softwaredevelopment associated
with each new host added tothe local area network. To
avoid these pitfalls, it is importantthat all the functionsa
local area network is to provide must be considered from
the very inception of the design of the network, and the
protocols for the network must be designed to support that
entire range of functionality.
Fortunately,initialexperimentswithprotocolsforlocal
area networks suggest that a uniform approach to protocol
design can support both specialized local network functions
and interconnection with other networks, provided that both
functions are envisioned from thestart. Althoughthe protocols used in the local area network must be made slightly
more general to handle the internetworkingsituation,there
is nointerferencewith
the realization of the purelylocal
networkfunctions.Forexample,amore
general address
field must beused t o specify the destination of a message,
but the only overhead implied if this same addressing structure is used forpurely local messages is additionalbitsin
the message to hold a presumably larger address. Since bandwidth is inexpensive, the bits “wasted” on this larger address
are presumably irrelevant.
A slightly more difficultproblem,one
that is still being
studied, is the problem of speed matching between the local
area network and the long-haul network. As this paper has
characterized the difference between local nets and long-haul
nets, it is reasonable to presume that the local network will
have a much higher data rate. If a host sends a large number
of packets into the local area network with an ultimate destination to be reached through the long-haul network, the
packets mayarrive
atthe gateway much fasterthenthe
gateway can pass them tothe
long-haul network. Some
mechanism willbe
required to prevent the gateway from
exhaustingitsbuffer
space. The speed matching problem
is not unique to the gateway between the local area network
and the long-haul network; it occurs any time two networks
of differing speed are connected together. (The problem may
be more extreme here, though, due
to the greater speed difference that can be encountered between local area and some
long-haul networks.
Satellite
networks
with speeds comparible to local networksarequite
conceivable, yetarea
long-haul technology.) A general discussion of the problems
of internetworking,and
some proposed solutions can be
found in acompanionpaper
by Cerf and Kirstein inthis
issue [331.
At the next higher level of protocol, one finds facilities that
support various communications models, such as virtual
circuits, broadcast, and message exchange. In interconnecting
to a long-haul network we are chiefly forced to deal with a
virtual circuit model, since that is the only pattern of communication usually supported by commercial long-haul
networks. Here, it is appropriate to use a virtual circuit protocol in the local area network as similar as possible to that
usedin the long-haulnetwork, so that translation between
thetwo is easy. Althoughthere is not as much practical
experience available in the area of network interconnection
as could be desired, it appears that one can develop a virtual
circuit protocol for a local area network that is a compatible
subset (in the senseofusing compatible packet formats and
control algorithms) of asuitable long-haul virtual circuit
protocol. This means that it is not necessary t o implement
two complete virtual circuit protocols, one for internal local
network use and the other for communication out through

VI. INTERCONNECTION OF
WITH OTHER

LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
NETWORKS

A . Motivation for Interconnection
As was mentioned earlier, a local area network will be only
a part of the overall communication system used by the hosts
attached to it. A very important use of the local area network
can be to provide an interconnection between hosts attached
to a local area network and other networks such as long-haul
packet-switchednetworks
and point-to-point transmission
links. The advantage of thismethod of interconnection is
reduced cost, by taking advantage of the fact that connection
of ahost to a local area network is relatively inexpensive.
Instead of connecting all machines directly to the long-haul
network, one can connect all the host computers to the local
area network, with one machine, the gateway, connected to
both thelocal area network and the long-haul network.
B. Protocol Compatibility
There are twopitfallsthatshould
be avoided when planning for the interconnection of a local area network with a
long-haul network. On the onehand,long-haulnetworks
currently cannot provide all of the functions that local area
networks can. If a local area network is initially designed to
serve only the function of connectinghosts to along-haul
network, the protocols of the local network may be designed
to serve only the needs of communicating with the long-haul
network, and may not support the other functions that make
a local area network especially attractive. On the other hand,
if a local network is initially designed with no thought given
to the possibility that it may be interconnected with another
network, the protocols designed for it may lack the necessary
generality.Forexample,
the addressing structure used on
the local area network may not be able to express destinations
outside the local network. In either case, the only after-the
fact solution is to implement a second set of protocols for
the local area network, so that different protocols are used
forintercommunication
with long-haul networks and for
local services. This proliferation of protocols is undesirable,
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the local net. Itleaves unanswered the question of how the
additional. features, such as complex flow control, buffering,
and speed matching requiredfor thelong-haul protocol should
be implemented. One approach would be to implement them
in every host that desires to communicate over the long-haul
network; this implies a programming burdenfor everymachine. An alternative would be to implement the additional
functions in the gateway machine that interconnects the local
area network tothe long-haulnetwork.This
would add
considerable complexity to the gateway, for it will have to
copewith such problems as the speed differentialbetween
the twonetworkswithout
having thebenefit of the flow
control mechanisms normally used for this purposein the
long-haul network. At this time, it is not clear whether the
gateway can assume the entire responsibility for augmenting
alocalnetwork
virtual circuitprotocol with the functions
required for communication through along-haul network.
It would be advantageous to make sure the local area network protocols are also compatiblewith other communication models, such as singlemessage
exchange or selective
broadcast, that maybecome available on commercial long-haul
networks in the future. However, this presupposes that the
long-haul networksattached to the local areanetwork use
a twelayer low-level protocolimplementation such as that
described for the local area network, and if the long-haul
networks do use such an implementation, that they provide
aninterface that allows direct useof the datagram layer.
Many current long-haul networks do notprovide that interface.

VOL. 6 6 , NO. 11, NOVEMBER 1978
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Fig. 10. The subnetwork concept. Here, a local area network is composed of a number of subnetworks, linked in some fashion by bridges.
The subnetworks, though of differing technologies, share one address
space, and the same protocols are used over the entire network. Thus,
the bridges can be simpler than the gateway which connects the local
area network t o the long-haul network. Viewed externally, from outside the dashed line in thef i i e , the local area network appears to be
monolithic.

be constructed with acontention bus subnetwork,perhaps
using coaxial cable originally installed for CATV, and with a
ring subnetwork, using twisted pair which can be easily installed in a crowded laboratory environment. These two subnetworks could be of different data rates; the bridge between
the two will handle the speed difference between them.
Subnetworking also provides an drderly means for handling
growth in traffic. Local area networks perform best,providing
high throughput with low delay, when they are not heavily
loaded. As traffic on a local area network grows with time,
VII. THE SUBNETWORK
CONCEFT
if a higher speed technology is not available, it may be desirResting midway between the monolithic, single-technology, able to split the network into two ormoreinterconnected
local area network and the internetworking environment is an subnetworks. Since the bridges
which
interconnect
the
approach to local area networking that we term the subnet- subnetworks are selective in their repeating of packets “across
work concept, which provides for a mix of network technol- the bridge,” not all packets from a subnetwork will flow to
ogies within a uniform addressing and administrative structure. all othersubnetworks, and the trafficdensityon each subnetwork will be less than that of the original monolithic netA . General Approach
work. If the partitioning of the hosts into subnetworks can
A local area network canbe composed of a collection of be done along the lines of “communities of interest,” such
subnetworks, possibly implementedwith
various network that a group of hosts with high traffic rates among themselves
technologies and perhaps with various transmission rates, but but with substantially lower traffic rates
to other hosts are
using identicalsoftwareprotocols,compatiblepacket
sizes, placed in the same subnetwork, traffic across the bridges will
anda
single
overall
homogeneous address space.5These
be minimized, and a greater fraction of all packets wiU stay
subnetworks are interconnected by bridges, which are midway within their subnetworkof origin.
in complexity between the repeaters used in a multisegment
C. Bridges
contention bus network (ETHERNET) and the gateway proA bridge, depicted in Fig. 11, contains:
cessor used between networks in an internetworking environment. This general structure is indicated in Fig. 10. A bridge
two network interfaces, one appropriate to each of the two
links two subnetworks, generally at a location at which they
subnetworks it interconnects,
are physically adjacent, and selectively repeats packets from
a limited amountof packet buffer memory,and
each of them to the other, according to a “filter function.”6
a control element, which implements an appropriate filter
In addition, since they buffer the packets they repeat, they
function to decide which messages to “pull off” one subcan perform a speed-matching functionas well.
network and buffer until it has an opportunity to retransmit it to theother subnetwork.
B. Advantages o f Subnetworking
The topology of the subnetworks interconnected by abridge
The subnetworking conceptenables a variety of technologies
determines
the complexity of its filterfunction.
A bridge
and data rates to be utilized in a single local area network,
each to its best advantage. Forexample,anetwork
could with a simple filter function can be implemented using a f d t e
state machine as its control element; a complex filter function,
which may involve a periodic exchange of information among
may
5The subnetwork concept, as we describe it, is a generalization o f bridges onthe network to determinecorrectrouting,
an approach suggested by Pierce ( 5 1 for use withmultiple loopa or require the capabilities of a microprocessor[ 341.
rings.
A bridge must buffer packets since, upon receiving a message
‘Theconcept of thefilterfunction is introduced in the ‘Lmtering
from one subnetwork which it decides to repeat to the other
repeaters” described byBoggs and Metcalfe [ 141.
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Fig. 1 1 . The structure of a bridge.Abridge
would most naturally be
located at a point where the two subnetworks it interconnects have
been made physically adjacent.

subnetwork, it must wait for an opportunity to transmit on
that subnetwork, according to the control structure of that
subnetwork. Packet buffers also aid a bridgein handling
instantaneous cross-bridge traffic peaksduringwhich
the
traffic offered byone
subnetwork exceeds the available
capacity ,of the other. This situation can arise if the bridge
interconnectssubnetworks
of dissimilar data transmission
rates, or subnetworks of drastically different traffic densities.
However, if the sustained cross-bridge traffic offered is greater
thanthe
target subnetwork can handle, the bridge, must
discard packets. This is an acceptable course of action, as
local area network protocols are generally prepared to handle
lost packets.
D. Transparency
The subnetwork structure of a local area network should be
transparent, both to the hosts on the local area network and
to the “outside world’’-other networks t o which the local
area network may be connected via gateways. A host on the
localarea network wishing t o transmit a packet to another
need have no knowledge of whether that host is on the same
subnetwork, in which case the packet will be received by the
destination host directly, or whether the destination host is
on another subnetwork, in which case the packet is retransmitted by oneor more bridges. In particular, no ordinary
data packets are everaddressed to a bridge; rather, packets
are simply addressed to their destination hosts, andmaybe
picked up by a bridgeandpassedalong
through other subnetworks, finallyreaching their destinations. This is a key
distinction between subnetworking, with bridges, and internetworking, with gateways: in internetworking, a host about
t o transmit a packet must realize that the host t o which it is
addressed is on a different network. The sending host must
transmit the message in a local network “wrapper” t o an
appropriate gateway, which “unwraps” it, performs protocol
conversions, if any, packet fragmentation, etc., as necessary,
and then transmits the message intotheother network. In
subnetworking, protocols are identical overall subnetworks,
and packet sizes are compatible, so that neither protocol conversion nor fragmentation takes place in the bridges. Finally,
as was mentioned above, a packet is directly addressed to its
destination host, not to a bridge, for hosts do not know that
the local area network is composed of subnetworks.

E. Impact on Network Characteristics
Splitting a local area network into subnetworks has little
impact on the key characteristics of the network. From the
point of view of the users and hosts of the network, addressing is affected only slightly, if at all. Bridges must determine
whether or not a packet should be picked up for retransmission; one way to aid bridges in this determination is t o include

a subnetwork field in the address of each host. Other routing
techniques which have no impact at all on addressing (such as
complete table look-up of host addresses by the bridges) can
be implemented, although usually at the expense of greater
complexity within the bridges.
Splitting a local area network into subnetworks should have
no effect ontheprotocols of the network. One exception
is if a particular subnetwork technology provides a hardware
acknowledgment of delivery of a packet (asin the DCS Ring
Network) [2]; this acknowledgment may only indicate successfulreceiptby
a bridge.However, not all network technologiesprovide hardware acknowledgments, and, in a networkofmixedtechnologies,
host-to-host acknowledgments
willgenerallybeprovidedby
software protocols. Traffic is,
of course, affected by subnetworking in a positiveway.
Splitting a local area network into subnetworks in a judicious
way can minimize the overall traffic of the network; bottlenecks canbeeliminatedbyusinghigher
bandwidth technologies for affected subnetworks.
F. The Long-Distance Bridge
There are situations in which it is necessary t o interconnect
two subnetworks of a localarea network which cannot be
brought physically adjacent to oneanother so that an ordinary
bridgemaybe
connected between them. An example of
this wouldbe a localarea network on a university campus,
with a major research laboratory across town. The laboratory
maybe beyond the rangeof a twisted-pair ring network or
a coaxial cable contention bus network; or it may be within
range, but it maybeimpossible for the university to install
its own cables between them.’ The off campus research laboratory can be given its own subnetwork, connected to the
main campus subnetwork via a specialized long-distance
bridge.
A long-distance bridgeis made up of two half-bridges at
either end of a suitable full-duplex point-to-point communication link, such as a high-bandwidth common carrier circuit,
an optical link, or a privatemicrowave link (Fig. 12). Some
other network technology such as packet radio could be used
to derive this point-to-point link as desired.* Each half-bridge
contains an appropriateinterface to its subnetwork, packet
buffers, and a controller. In addition t o its fitering function,
the controller of a half-bridge regulates the flow of data over
the communication link between the two halves of the bridge.
Of course, it is possible that the bridge communication link
maybe of lower bandwidth thanthetwo
subnetworks it
interconnects. Additional packet buffers at eachhalf-bridge
can help to smoothe out traffic peaks, but if the communication link is a bottleneck,the long-distancebridge must
discard packets just as an ordinary bridge does when it is
o~erloaded.~
‘Although common carriers such as the Bell System operating companies are moving in the direction o f leasing wire pairs for transmission
o f digital signals with custome-provided equipment, these circuits are
not intended for use at the high bandwidth of local area networks,
andare generally routed through central offices rather than point-topoint.
‘Althoughwedonot
discuss it further in this paper, there is an
interesting philosophical issue whether the intervening network should
be viewed in the internetworking context using gateways or as a pointto-point link within a single bridge.
91fthebottleneck
created bythecommunication
link of a long
bridge is severe, the local area network advantages o f high-bandwidth
communication withlow delay w
l
ibe forfeited.
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machines,and appears to reduce the need for a centralized
staff of computer managers. Thecommunication capability
made available by local area networks will serve to bind these
decentralizedmachinestogether
into a unified information
processing resource. The effectiveness of thisresourcecan
be measuredby the degreeof coherence it achieves,which,
in turn, dependsupon the careand foresight putintothe
design of the local area networkandthedevelopmentof
standards for communication at all levels. It is in the identification of areas in which standards are needed, and in their
development, that the staff of the “computer center” of the
future will find its work.
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Fig. 12. The “long bridge.” In this case, the two subnetworks cannot
be made p h y s i d y adjacent, so a half-bridge is attached to each, and
afuIl-duplexcommunicationlink
is employed to interconnect the
two half-bridges. Thecontrolandfilterfunctions,andthepacket
buffers, are replicated in each hdf-bridge.

VIII. CONCLUSION
The utilization of a technological innovation often occurs
in two stages. In the f i t stage, the innovation is exploited
to performbetter the same tasks that were already being
performed. In the second stage,new applications arediscovered, which could not be reasonablyperformed or even
forseen prior to the innovation. Local area networks are now
on the threshold of this second stage. While there is still much
room for creativity in improving the innovation itself-reducing
the cost of the network interface and increasing its speed and
convenience-the realchallengelies in identifying new sorts
of applications that a local area network can make possible.
Current trends in hardware costs encourage abandoment of
a single large .computer in favor of a number of smaller machines. Thisdecentralization of computingpower is, for
many applications, a naturalandobviouspattern.
In many
information processing applications, for example, the information itself is distributed in nature, andcanmost
appropriately bemanaged
by distributed machines. Distributed
applications can only be constructed, however, if it is possible
to link their machines together in an effective manner. Subject
to their geographical limitations, local area networks offer
a very effective andinexpensiveway
to provide this interconnection. The greatest impact of local area networks will
come with the development
of operating systems that integrate the idea of distribution and communicationatafundamental level.
The impact of local area networks on the decentralization
of computing is sociological as well as technological. Operational control of centralized computers has traditionally
been vested in the staff of a computer center. Thetrend
towarddecentralizedcomputing
greatly increases the autonomy of individual managers in theoperation of their
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the other is located, or just theregion of the network, or is the
address independent of location? Can he identify himself to
nota one or more physical
This permits multiple connectioas the network or does the network know who he is automatih m tbe snbsaiber to the network, as wen as otfrer fonctiau.
2 ) B r o a d a s t a ~ m w h i c h o ~ i s r d d r e a s e d t o a U s u b -cally? If self-identification is possible, can he haveseveral
addresses corresponding to several roles or functions? Can he
scribes.
3) Group pddressing md multideslinatimaddmsing, in which a mes- have multiple connections to the network, and can he move
srgecrrrieslhenmeofalistOfuMm3ms,orthelistitself.
from one locationto another without changing his addredes)?
These methods facilitate manynew ways of using computer networks.
The plper focwe3 on tm basic issues for each mefhod: effidency and Can he send a single message to a group or list of other users
(e&, a mailing list) automatically? Can he set up “conference
reliability, and recommends implementation .pprorches in each
Significant pertonnuKz improvements are p a 6 s i i if thee ddressing calls” with other users, and join conferences in progress? Can
methods are implemented with ef€icient &livery mech8nismb A dis- he send a message to all other users?
tinction b made between virtual circuit and datrgnm system6 virtual
These questions are important for several reasons: some adWits tre superb f a logical addredug, while d a m s tre preferdressing modes allow functions which would not be available
able for broadcast, pmp, and multidestination&Wes&g.
otherwise (e.g., the ability to send a message to a distribution
I. INTRODUCTION
list without knowing the identity or location of the members
OW SHOULD one user of a network address messages of the list), and which are essential for certain types of users
these addressing capabilities
to other users? The answer t o this question is funda- andapplications.Furthermore,
that would
mental in defining the appearance of the network t o its offer opportunities for efficient implementations
users. For example, does one user have to know exactly where not exist otherwise (e.g., a message addressed to a group can
be transmitted with fewer packets than the equivalent
separately addressed messages). Thetopic of addressing has reManuscript receivedMay 15,1978; revised July 3,1978.
The author is with Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc., Cambridge, MA ceived surprisingly little attention to date; the present paper
02 138.
indicates that it may be a fruitful area for further work.
Abstnzct-ThRem~Pddressingmodeaaredescribed:
1) Logical rddressing, m which a permanently assigned adkese de-

case.
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